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Abstract
Th report conta the reults of a design study for a surace scang so-
nar intrent capable of long-term deployment on ocean moorigs. The
instrent is intended to sample the bubble field just below the ocean's
surace and compute the backsattred intensity and Doppler velocity in
smal unit volumes. The pricipal motivation for the development of such
an instrent is to enhance the study of upper ocean processes by utizig
the abilty of the sonar to detect sudace waves and Langmuir circulation.
Importt design pareters for the instrment ar investigated and a de-
taed design proposed. Key tehncal issues such as the trade-offs among
spatial reolution, temporal resolution, velocity preision, tota range, and
power are discussed. The azuthal motion of the instrment on a moorig
is considered as a potential problem, and possible solutions ar discussed.
Matlb functions usd for the investigations ar included in an appendix.
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1.0 Introduction
1.1 Background
Recent developments in the use of surace-scang sonars to image the underside of the
sea surface have resulted in new tehnques for the observation of ocean sudace waves,
the detetion of wave- induced bubble clouds, and the measurement of near-surface cur-
rents associated with Langmui circulation . (pollard, 1977; Leibovich, 1983). Thorpe and
his collaborators (e.g. Thorpe and Hal, 1983; Thorpe, et al., 1985) showed that a sonar
with a fruency near 250 kHz was able to detet bubble clouds generated by surace
waves. These clouds ar made up of microbubbles with radü from 20-400 microns gener-
ated by whiteapping and wave breakg. The microbubbles persist below the surface
much longer than the whiteaps observed at the surace, which have a lietie of only a
few seonds. The bubbles remai strongly surace trapped with a profile roughly equiva-
lent to exponential decay with a depth scale of order 1 to 3 meters depending on the wid
speed (Torpe, 1986; Crawford and Farer, 1987). In wids over 3-4 mps the bubbles
form a nearly contiuous near-surace layer and dominate acoustic backscattr over a
range of fruencies between about 10 kHz and several hundred kHz.
Surace-scang sonars have beam pattrns which are narow azuthaly, but broad in
the vertcal. At any given range the tota insonified volume describes a narow, but deep,
element of spherical surace approxiatig an arc. However, the vertcal extent of the
measurment volume is confined to a th layer near the surace by the nature of the bub-
ble layer (Figure 1). There is no discriination as to the depth of the tagets in the process-
ing; the above interpretation of the measurement volume is based on the knowledge that
the bubble clouds ar confined to the surface layer and the fact that the backscatter due to
bubbles far exceeds that from the sea surface (as well as that from the deeper, bubble-free
water) at smal incidence angles. Based on the depth scale of the bubble layer, the vertcal
extent of the measurment volume is taen to be from 2 to 3 meters, from the sudace
downward. The extent of the measurment volume in range is determined by the duration
of transmittd pulse and the amount of range-averaging, whie the aziuthal dimension is
set by the azimuthal beam width. The beam geometr minizes sensitivity to pitch and
roll of the platform, whie maitag a smal measurement volume just below the ocean
surace, and followig the vertcal excursions of the fluid (a water-bubble mixture) there.
The resultig measurments are "semi-Lagragian," following fluid parels in the vertcal
but not in the horizonta directions.
Although Thorpe's initial studies were underten to examine the distrbution of bubble
clouds and the process of wave breakg, it was recognized that the acousticaly imaged
bubbles acted as tracers of fluid motion in the upper few meters of the sea. Thus, by add-
ing Doppler capabilty to a surace-scannig sonar similar to that used by Thorpe, it was
possible to detet the orbita motion of surface waves and the near-surace currents associ-
ated with Langmui circulation. The acoustical visualzation of Langmuir circulation ars-
es from clouds of smal bubbles presumed to be injected into the surace layer at random
locations by breakg waves, and then drawn into Langmui cell convergence zones by
near-sudace currents. A surface-scanning sonar directed perpendicular to the wind direc-
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Figu i Schematic view of a surace scg sona be with elevaton angle a and azuth angle ~
inteectig a nea-suiace bubble layer which ha ben organ into widrws by Lagmuir ciculaon.
The "footpnnt" /i, tiy on the sea surac is deteed by the pulse width and the azuth be angle.
The inset shows a poSlDle confguron for a four-be system.
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tion wil look across rows of bubble clouds collected in successive convergence zones
(Figure 1). The backscattred signal intensity wi be high in regions where the bubble
density is high, providing an image of convergence zone position vs. range and tie. The
Doppler processing of the same backsattred retu wil show the convergent velocities
themselves. Ths approach was used by Smith et al. (1987) to detect "low frequency"
(0.01 Hz) near-surace velocities and later extended to higher frequencies for the observa-
tion of sudace wave spectr (Pinkel and Smith, 1987; Smith, 1989). Whie the sonars de-
veloped by Smith and Pinel were being used from the Research Platform FLIP, Farmer
and collaborators from the Institute of Ocean Sciences (Faner et al., 1990) were pursuing
similar measurements from a self-contaed package which could be either free-driftig or
tethered to a sub-surace moorig (Zedel and Farer; 1991).
The appeal of the surace-scang Doppler sonar is its abilty to provide a measurement
of surace wave dirctional spectr and at the same tie detect coherent features that can
be identified with Lagmuir circulation. In conjunction with conventional measurements
of ai-sea fluxes and the vertcal strctu of density and velocity, the acoustic systems
provide inormation which is critical to improving our understading of upper ocean dy-
namics (Prce et al., 1987). However, both of the existing systems have limitations. The
Scnpps Institution of Oceanography (SID) system, as used on FLIP, is too demanding in
terms of size, power consumption, and data storage to be used for an unmanned (Le. con-
ventional moorig) deployment The Intitute of Ocean Sciences (IDS) system is more
compact and can operate as a self-contaed, internaly recording instrent, but is liit-
ed in power and data capacity. Ths limitation restrcts the tyical deployment duration to
be from tens of hours to a few days, depending on the sample rate used. Some of the IDS
sonar deployments have been in' a dng mode, with the instrment suspended at depths
raging from 24 m to 40 m from a smal sudace float When free drift is not desired, the
instrent requies a dedicated sub- surace moorig. The deployment and recovery of a
dnr, or the use of a separte moonng, for the acoustic instrment obviously complicates
the logistics and increass the expense of field work.
Our interest is in adaptig the surface-scang sonar technique for makg long-term
measurements from surface moorigs that ar aleady instrented with a "stadard"
suite of meteorological and 'oceanographic sensors. The vision is to develop a fully capa-
ble sonar system which introduces no more complexity in the expenmenta logistics than a
curnt meter.
1.2 Approach
Our long-rage goal is to develop a surface-scang Doppler sonar system optiized for
the simultaeous observation of surface wave directional spectra and lower-freuency,
near-surace curnts. The Doppler capabilty is necessar to make sudace wave observa-
tions, and reent results (plueddeman, et al., in preparation) indicate that Doppler veloci-
ty is an importt complement to backscattred intensity for the imaging of Langmuir
circulation. The intrent would reta the capabilty to image near-surace bubble
clouds using backscattred intensity in the maner of the original Thorpe observations.
The design draws on the SID and IDS sonar systems desribed above, but modifcations
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and new developments are implemented with the explicit objectives of extended deploy-
ment lie, conditional samplig, and real-tie data reduction. The operational goal is to
develop an instrent that can be routinely deployed for extended periods along with
more conventional sensors on a stadard oceanographic moorig (cf. Weller, et al., 1990).
In addition to longevity, the advantage of such a system is the abilty to image the sea sur-
face both directly above (with an upward lookig beam) and within a few tens of meters
horizontay (with the surface-scanning beams) of the surface and subsurface measure-
ments being made on the mooring.
There are four intial issues to address in adaptig existig surace-scanning sonar designs
to long-term deployments: Size, power, processing, and storage. These issues are strongly
inter-related, and ths report is to some extent a study in determing the appropriate com~
promises to produce an effective instrment The instrent must be smal enough to be
deployable in-lie on a stadard surace moorig. The desird external dimensions ar less
than 1.5 m in length and 50 cm in diameter. Size considerations effect the operatig fre-
quency and beam pattrn (though trsducer size liitations), and limit the space avail-
able for the power source. Battry power must be suffcient for pulse trsmission and
data processing over the desired deployment period. The goal of the data processing is to
reduce the "raw" (i.e. single ping) data stream to a size that wil not overflow the mass
storage device durig a tyical deployment The importt processing steps consist of
computig surace wave spectra from single-ping data, computig near-surface velocities
from data averaged over many wave periods, and applyig any necessar corrections (e.g.
for platform motion). The maxum storage capacity with the constrints of size and
power is desird so that the processing reuired is kept to a minum.
The taget for instrment longevity wil be deployments of 6 to 10 months. It is evident
that unless the raw acoustic returns are processed prior to recording, data storage, rather
than the power budget, wil be the liiting factor. Thus, a priar thrust of the develop-
ment must be the implementation of robust processing algorithms to reduce the high-fre-
quency data by computig higher-order products such as covarance matrces and spectra.
Th is a major depare from exiting systems where raw data is recorded and post-pro-
cessing is done aboard ship (e.g. Pinel and Smith, 1987) or in the lab (Zedel and Farer,
1991). Even with the use of real-tie processing, it wil not be feasible to collect data con-
tiuously. The tota amount of data wil intialy be liited by tie-conditional sampling
(e.g. one 15 minute measurement interval every 2 hours), but could later be extended to
intensity-based or velocity-basd conditionals (e.g. use acoustic intensity to estimate wind
speed and begin sampling at a wind threshold).
In addition to the design constraints resultig from extended deployment duration, use of a
sudace-scanning sonar on a surface mooring raises the issue of platform motion. Prelii-
nar results from a surface mooring in the Nort Atlantic indicate that an instrment at 30
m to 50 m depth would experience low frequency (minutes to hours) tilts of only a few de-
grees, and high-frequency (seonds to minutes) varabilty of less than 5 degres. The sur-
face-scan tehnque has been used successfuy under similar conditions (Pinel and
Smith, 1987). Of more concern is azimuthal varabilty. Measurements from the same
moorig indicate that rms high-freuency heading varabilty may be consistently in the
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range of 10 to 30 degrees. These varations ar large enough to preent diffculties in ob-
serving Lagmui circulation detectig high-frequency surace waves at large distaces
from the sensor. Ou approach to the moorig motion problem is to design for a low-pow-
er, high-frequency motion sensing package to be included in the sonar system. In the inter-
im, analysis of data from a motion package soon to be deployed wi improve our
knowledge of surace moorig motion and alow us to evaluate expected instrment per-
formance. If deemed feasible, modifications to the packaging (e.g. reduce drag and asym-
metr) and the processing (e.g. incorporate motion corrtion in real-tie) could be made
to faciltate the transition from sub-sudace to surface moorig deployment.
Once the general design criteria have been evaluated, the detaled design specifcatiòns
can be drawn up. Ths report describes specifications for the pricipal electrcal and me-
chancal components of a multi- chanel, surface-scang Doppler sonar. These compo-
nents can be grouped into five pricipal sub-systems: The analog front-end, the controller,
the digita signal processor, mass storage, and power circuitr. The report stops short of
describing the asociated softar components of the sonar system which would include
signal generation and control, data management, and data processing routies.
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2.0 System Parameter Analysis
In ths section of the report the selection of system operation parameters is explored.
These pareters include the freuency of operation, signal duration and tye, required
source level, transducer beam width and many others. Of prie importce for ths instr-
ment is maxizing resolution whie maitag a low-varance estiate of the Doppler
velocity in any given range cell. However, these are competing issues because the velocity
varance is improved with increasing pulse durtion whie resolution decreass. Careful
analysis of trade-offs in the selection of freuency and signal duration are required in or-
der to make a final selection for a parcular application. On ths issue and many others we
are aided by the work of Smith (1989) which describes the design of an optimum Doppler
sonar system for surace use. These results ar drawn upon in order to car out the design
of a self-contaed instrent for use on an ocean moorig.
2.1 Tranducer & Signals
The parameters of the transducer and the signals used to drive it determine the fundamen-
ta capabilties of the system and must be chosen with care. The beam pattrn, aray size,
peak power output, reeive sensitivity, effciency and many others ar all importt. As
with other portons of ths system there ar many competing requirements in the selection
of transducers for a sonar capable of Langmui circulation and wave spectra measure-
ments. Some of these considerations ar outled below.
Frequency selection is dependent on desird rage and the minium signal to noise ratio
(SNR) reuied for processing the signal. SNR depends on the attnuation due to absorp-
tion and spreading, the soure level, the receive sensitivity, the ary directivity and the
ambient noise leveL. Attnuation increass monotonicaly with increasing frequency. For
our application, a maxum rage of 400-600 m was desired, rug out frequencies above
about -500 kHz due to excessive attnuation and spreading losses. Frequencies below
about 100 kHz would result in an unacceptably large transducer due to the trade-off be-
tween frequency and ary size for the desired beam pattrn (see below). Ambient noise
decreases as frequency increass and reaches a minum at about 200 kHz before increas-
ing agai with thermal noise. Thus, the frequencies between 100 kHz and 300 kHz were
considered in the design study.
In order to benefit from the sudace-scang tehnique, the transmitted beam must be nar-
row in azimuth and broad in elevation. For an expected deployment depth of 30 m, simple
geometr alows determination of the elevation angles necessar to interset the surface at
the minmum and maxum desird ranges. Specular reflection of sidelobe energy from
the sea surace corrpts the ranges nearest the sonar, restrctig the minimum range for
good surace-scan returns to about 50 m horizontay from the transducer. Idealy, a max-
mum range of about 1 km would be used to resolve several cycles of large-wavelength
. swell and Langmuir cells with convergence-zone spacing of order the mixed larer depth.
The maxum rage of 600 m used in this design study is a more realstic objective given
the constrts of transmission losses and transducer size discussed above. Thus, elevation
angles were estiated for a beam which, would intersect the surace at 50 m and 600 m
6
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with the trsducer at 30 m depth. The resultig diension of the beam in elevation is 24
degrees and the centerlie of the beam would be pointed at an angle of +14 degrees from
the horizonta.
The horizonta reolution of the sample volume is controlled by the duration of the trans-
mittd pulse and the aziuthal extent of the beam pattrn. A very narow beam azuth is
requid to produce the desird reolution of between 2 m and 10 m in the across-beam di-
rection. The width of the sample cell at different ranges for varous trsducer beamwidths
is shown in Figur 2. Between 100 m and 500 m the resolution of a 1.4 degree beam
would var between about 2 m and 12 m, reasonably close to the desird values. Pickig
the cell width at the midway point in rage (250 m) as a reference, it is sen that a beam-
width of 1.4 degrees could be characterized by an azimuthal resolution of 6 m.
A very narow beam requires a long aray which may be impractical for an instrment on
a moorig cable. Physical constraints dictate that the transducer aray length be much less
than a meter since the long axs must be mounted horizontay on the moorig. The taget
size for the transducer dimension is 50 cm. Aray diension with respect to operating fre-
quency and beamwidth is shown in Figure 3. Size constraits immediately rule out a 100
kHz operatig freuency for any beamwidth less than about 1.5 degrees. Appropriately
sized arys for frequencies of either 200 or 300 kHz are possible for beam widths down to
about 0.8 degrees. A 1.4 degre beam at 200 kHz results in an aray size just over 30 cm,
which is well with the design constrts.
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Directivity increases as the beam is narowed. Thus a highly dirtive pattrn is desirable
in order to increas range. However, as discussed above, the narower the beam the larger
the transducer. The dirtivity atted with different vertcal and horizonta beamwidths
is shown in Figure 4. The expectation for a beam pattrn with X (elevation) and Y (azi-
muth) beamwidths of 25 by 1.4 degrees would be about 30 dB.
2.1.1 Maxmum Attainable Source Level
Maxum source level is function of liits imposed by cavitation and shock, the point be-
yond which the signal goes non-liear. In order to maxize range and signal to noise ra-
tio the highest source level possible should be used in the system. An expression for the
cavitation liit is given by
Sc = 284dB + 20logPc - 20l0gf- 20l0g (8$) (1)
where
d f 2Pc = 1 + 10 + ( 36kHz) (2)
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d is the depth, e and $ ar the trsducer beamwidths in radians and f is frequency
(Smith, 1989). For the ranges of transducer sizes and freuencies considered here the cav-
itation liit for the source is close to 250 dB, which is greater than the liits imposed by
shock.
The satuation lit is somewhat more difficult to compute, but has been calculated by
Smith for a 30 by 2/3 degre beam and plottd with respect to frequency (Smith 1989, Fig
9
7), reproduced here as Figur 5. The figur shows that at 200 kHz the soure level lit
imposed by satuation and shock is about 225 dB. Ths is approxiately the maxmum
level attable given electrnics capable of drivig the tranducer with enough power.
Electrcal power reuird is a function of amplifier and trducer effciency. Electrcal
power may be computed from or
(SL - 170.8)
P = ~10 10
&rEA
(3)
where SL is the desird source level in dB re JlPa at 1m, Br is the effciency of the trans-
ducer and EA is the effciency of the amplifier. For a clas B amplifier EA is at most 87%.
Effciency for sidesan-ty trducers is on the order of 40% dependig on size and
constrction. It is estiated that approxiately 1200 W wi be reui to produce the
desird source level of about 225 dB with a 24 by 1.4 degre tranducer.
2.1.2 Sonar Equations: Estimate SNR
The losse in the system include the attnuation and spreadig loss, the taget backscattr
strngth and the ar of the surace which is insonified. An expression for the tota loss in
dB is given by
Loss = Ss-2ar-40logr+10log(rcpL\R) (4)
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Figu 5 SatutiQD lit with respt to fruency plot repruce frm Smith (1989) with peision of
the Amerca Metelogica Society.
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from Smith, 1989. Ss is the scattrig strngth, 2ar is the two-way attnuation, 40l0gr is
the loss due to the round-trp spreadig, and the term rcpAR is approxiately the surface
area iluminated by the beam. Attnuation and spreading losss dominate as shown in Fig-
ur 6. The backscattr strength 1000g (rcpAR) for a dierent beamwidths and pulse dura-
tions is shown in Figure 7. Tota round-trp losses which include the signal return from the
subsurace bubble cloud may be calculated from equation (4), however the .scattrig
strength term S s must be determined in order to apply the equation.
It is possible to estiate the reuid dynamic rage for the samplig system by examin-
ing the tota losses due to attnuation and spreading over the signal path. At 200 kHz the
dierence in loss between 50 and 500 meters is about 80 dB. Ths is the approxiate dif-
ference in expected signal strngth from the closest sampled rage bin to the farest. The
actual absolute magntude of the signal depends on the scattrig strength which is a
function of the bubble density. The varation of signal strngth with respect to rage (or
tie) requi a samplig system with a very wide dynamic range or with tie varing
gai (TG) in order to keep the signal magnitudes with rage of the analog to digita
convertr. A 16-bit NO convertr gives a theoretical dynamic range of 96 dB, but liits
the instataeous dynamic rage at either end. Some sort of programmable gai control is
usualy used in these tyes of sonar systems, and the parcular method selected for ths
implementation is discussed furer in a later section.
l
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Figu 6 Sum of the attuaton and spadg term in equation (4).
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2.2 Velocity Estimation
The velocity measurment is the pricipal observable of the system, and the required ve-
locity precision puts constraits on many system parameters including pulse duration, fre-
quency and the number of estiates that must be averaged together. The Doppler velocity
estiate from the backscattred acoustic energy in a given range cell is obtaed using the
complex covarance method (Mier and Rochwarger, 1972). For a trsmission consisting
of a simple gated pulse, the lower bound on single-ping stadard deviation of the Doppler
estiate is given by
c(1= -41Cfl (5)
where c is the speed of sound,lis the center frequency, and Tis the pulse duration (Theri-
ault, 1986). Range resolution for a given pulse duration is
L = cT2 (6)
The desired range resolution of2 to 10 m constrais the possible pulse durtions to ap-
proxiately 3 to 13 mse. A plot of equation (5) from 150 to 250 kHz for range resolution
of 2 to 10 m is shown in Figur 8. It should be recognized that equation (5) is a lower
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bound, and in actual practice is never achieved. A factor of 1.4 has been suggested for use
in convertg the lower bound to an operational stadard deviation estimate (Brumley, et
al., 1991). Other authors have suggested factors between 1.5 and 3.0. Irspective of the
corrction factor, Figure 8 is useful in the relative comparson of velocity precision for dif-
ferent pulse durations and frequencies.
The desird stadard deviation of the velocity estiate depends on what aspect of upper
ocean dynamics is under study. The design goals for the instrent ar for detection of
both surace waves and Langmui cirulation. Local wind driven seas and swell from dis-
tat storms encompas wave periods from about 5 to 15 s and have associated orbita ve-
locities of about 8 to 23 m/s. A velocity estiate stadard deviation near 1 m/s is adequate
to detet these waves. However, since a samplig rate of order 1 Hz is also requid, the
ping repetition rate of the sonar must be considered. With a desired maxmum range of
600 m, the sonar has a minum pulse repetition tie of 0.8 s, suffcient for sudace wave
detetion if the desired velocity precision can be obtaed from a single ping. Figure 8
shows that even for the shortt pul durations considered the single ping velocity preci-
sion is adequate for the detection of sudace waves.
Detetig velocities associated with Langmuir cirulation is more diffcult The conver-
gent velocities in Langmui cells var with the size of the cell. Observations suggest that
tyical velocities ar between 5 and 20 cm/s. A velocity precision of about 1 cm/s is desir-
able for the detection of these velocities. Clearly, at short tie scales these signals wil be
overwhelmed by the orbita velocities of the sudace waves. However, Langmuir circula-
tion is long-lived compared to the period of a wave and given a sufficient "dwell tie" the
orbita velocities can be averaged out Figur 8 shows that a minum dwell time is alo
needed to reduce the velocity stadard deviation, since the single-ping stadard deviation
is significantly greater than 1 cm/s even for the longest pulse duration considered.
The stadard deviation of the velocity estiate is reduced by a factor of v'¡ by averag-
ing over n pings. Of immediate interest is the number of pings requid to achieve a 1 cm/
s stadard deviation. Ths may be estimated after a frequency and pulse duration ar deter-
mined. For the moment we wil consider a operating frequency of 200 kHz and a range
resolution of 5 m, resultig in a pulse duration of 6.7 mse. Figure 8 shows that the single-
ping stadard deviation for these operatig parameters is about 10 cm/s. To reduce ths by
a factor of 10 reuires at least 100 pings. In order to account for the diference between the
lower bound stadard deviation and tyical observed stadard deviation ths may need to
be increasd to 200 or 300 pings, or a tota dwell tie of 2-3 minutes with a ping repeti-
tion time of 0.8 s.
One of the problems on a moving mooring is maintanig the sonar beam in a single direc-
tion of look (plus or mius the beamwidth) durig the tie needed to record 100 or more
pings. Since the lieliood of an instrment located about 30 meters below a sudace
moorig moving only a few degrees over severa minutes is rather low, it is desirable to
reduce the number of pings reuied to obta a given velocity precision. This drives us to
the consideration of coded signals to decrease the single-ping stadard deviation of the ve-
locity estiate.
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2.2.1 Velocity Estimates Using Coded Waveforms
Coded waveforms have been proposed and used by a number of investigators includig
Brumley, et. al. (1991) and Pinel and Smith (1992). Any new instrent must be de-
signed with the capabilty to generate and procss coded waveforms so as to efficiently
use battry power and minize the amount of tie requied to make Langmui circula-
tion measurements.
Brumley, et. al.developed their codig technque to reduce the varance of an acoustic
Doppler curent profiler (ADCP), which is priary used in applications involving volu-
metric (rather than swface) backscattr. Pinel and Smith, whose work js focussed on
tracers near the surace, developed whatthey cal repeat-sequence codg for improvig
Doppler estiates for studies of Lagmui circulation and measurements of wave spectra.
The two method are simar but were developed independently.
Coded pulses are usualy phase shited signal with the siz of a given phase-encoded digit
determined by the bandwidth of the transducer. Use of coded waveforms means that the
signal generation hardware must be capable of producing phase shite signals, and that
the amplifier-transducer combination must have a bandwidth larger than one over the digit
lengt. At a center frèquency of 200 kH, approxiately 10-20 kH of bandwidth is avai-
able dependig on the transducer. A 10 kH bandwidth signal meas that each code digit
can be 100 usec long, and a 4 msec pulse then has 40 digits.
The expecte gai avaiable though use of coded signals depends on a number of factors,
includig bandwidth and code lengt, though generaly overal pedormance increases
with the code lengt (pinel and Smith, 1992). Pinel and Smith found that all doppler
measurem~nts were enhance though use of coded signals, and thus the capabilty to gen-
erate these signals is included in ths design, and system bandwidth is maxed in order
to generate signals with many.digits.
2.3 Summary of System Specifications
Using the exploration of parameters in the previous sections as a gude, a set of system
specifications can be put together in order to meet the design goals. The pricipal parame-
ters chosen on the basis of ths study are shown in Figue 9 and descrbed briefly below.
The pricipal constrait on the system is to maita high spatial resolution whie max-
mizing the velocity precision for each ping. Given ths constrait, we want the highest op-
eratig frequency which ca be expecte to reach 60 m range before SNR becomes
unacceptably low. Consistent with the conclusions of Smith (1989), a 200 kH operatig
frequency is chosen. The bandwidth of 10 kH alows the use of cod transmissions.
Geometrca considerations for a transducer at 30 m depth determine the 1.4 degree by 24
degree beamwidth which wi give an azimuthal resolution of 2 m and 12 m at ranges of
100 and 500 m, respectively. Note that at 200 kH the transducer aray necessar to gener-
ate the 1.4 degree azimuthal beam is reasonably siz (about 30 cm in lengt). We antici-
pate that the final configuation would include four beams separate by 45 degrees in
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Table of System Specications
Basic Paameters
Opg fruency
System badwidth
Beam width (azuth)
Beam width (elevaton)
Beam separtion (4 be ary)
Power level (p)
Sign ty
Deployment depth
Maxum rage
Azuth relution
Puse duron (unco)
Rage resolution (unco pul)
Single ping velocty prSiOD (unco pule)
Bit tie for co pulse
Puse repetition tie
200 kH
10 kH (mi)
1.4 degr
24 degrs
45 deg. azimuth
225 dB
progrble
30m
60m
6 m at 250 m rage
5-8 ms.
4-6m
0.10 mls
100 use (mi)
(\.8 se
Hardware Parameters
Digitir reolution
Fine gai cotrl rage (TG)
Coare ga contrl rage
Digitir saple rate (mi)
Batt capacity (ma)
Storage caacity
16 bits
40 dB
30 dB
20 kH per Chanel
10 K W-H Oithimn)
500 Mbyte
Figure 9 Sum of preli syste speifcations for the instrent.
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azuth to alow directional estiates to be obtaed from the sudace wave data and to
ensur that one beam wil be pointed nearly cross-wind at any time for the detetion of
Langmui circulation (Figur 1, inset). Considerig the case of uncoded pulses as a bas-
lie, we see that a pulse duration of 6.7 msec would result in a range resolution of 5 m
(matched to the azuthal resolution at approxiately mid-range) and a single ping veloc-
ity precision of about 0.1 mls. It is reognize that the actual velocity precision wi not be
as good as ths lower-bound estiate, and coded puls may be necesar to reduce th ve-
locity varce whie maitag the rage resolution. A pulse repetition rate of 0.8 msec
is the minum interval which wi sti alow a maxum rage of 600 m.
2.4 Sampling Strategies
With the basic system parameters determed, it is possible to review the sampling strate-
gies necessar to achieve the goal of extended deployment lie. A varety of methods are
avaiable for data reduction, which wil essentialy involve incorporatig post-processing
tehnques similar to those used by Zedel and Farer (1991), Pinel and Smith (1987),
and Smith (1991) into the on-board system electronics. Modem, low-power microproces-
sors are capable of these taks, and smal, rugged mass storage devices capable of reord-
ing hundreds of megabyts of data are avaiable for use in oceanographic instrmentation.
Thus, we expect that data processing and storage sufcient to meet the design goals, whie
not a trvial ta, can be successfully accomplished, and that instrment deployment life
wi be power liited. Indeed, a simple calculation using a 1200 W power amplifier and a
5 W electronics package, coupled with a 10 kW-hr battry capacity shows that a max-
mum of about 700,00 pule repetitions can be made on each of four transducers before
the battry power is exhausted. With a pule repetition tie of 0.8 s, this liits contiuous
operation to about 160 hr. Clearly a samplig strategy which reduces the tota power drain
must be implemented.
From-Section 2.2, above, we determined that a minum of about 100 pings would be re-
quied to make one "measurment", where a measurement is defined as a sequence of
pings with sufcient velocity precision to observe Langmui circulation. The maxmum
number of pings to be averaged together for one measurement is liited by the tie scale
for change in the phenomenon being observed. We would like to average no more than
about 30 min of data (200 pings) in a single measurement. Figure 10 break down the to-
ta pings avaiable for a given system configuration and battry capacity by presenting the
deployment lietie as a function of the number of measurements per day for several
choices of the number of pings per measurement. Using the minimum acceptable value of
100 pings per measurment, a 9 month deployment life can be achieved if measurements
are made once per hour. Increasing the pings per measurement to 100 improves velocity
precision, but the measurement rate is restrcted to 4 per day for a 6 month deployment.
Th agai leads us to consider the benefits of coded pulses. Reducing the number of pings
necessar to obta acceptable velocity precision wil allow more measurements per day
for a given deployment lie.
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3.0 Impact of Mooring Motion on the Instruent
Yaw (change of heading) of the instrment as measurements are being made causes difer-
ent par. of the advectig bubble field to be sampled. High frequency changes such as
those expected on an instrment 30 meters below a surace moorig may make it diffcult
to insoni the same region with consecutive pings. Expected varabilty of the sudace
moorig heading may be 10 to 30 degres on tie scales of a few seonds.
The most basic concern about heading is that the orientation of the trducer not change
more than about hal its beamwidth durg the round trp travel tie. If ths condition is
not satisfied the system wi not work at al as proposed, and active beam sterig wil be
needed in conjunction with high-frequency measurments of angular velocity and acceler-
ation. In the discusion below it is assumed that the rotation during each ping is smal, so
that the problems are restrcted to the ping-to-ping rotations.
3.1 Impact on Directional Wave Spectra
It has been shown that a surace wave orbita velocities can be estiated from single ping
sonar data Thus, with the asumption that azuthal varabilty is smal (some fraction of
the beam width) durg the pul tranmision and reeption, the impact on surace wave
measurement is reduced to the problem of determing the underlyig wavenumber fre-
quency spetr from a series of "snapshots" (pings) which may have significantly dier-
ent orientation. Smith's most recent Langmuir cirulation paper (Smith, 1992) hits that
varations in azuth may be accounted for in the spectral estiator (although no refer-
ences ar cited and it is indicated that th is work in progress). Given that many high-var-
ance Doppler/range measurements can be combined over tie, it appears as though it wil
be possible to estiate ditional spectra from single-ping Doppler data and accurate
headig inormation. Thus it may be that heading varabilty wil not adversely impact
wave spectr measurments.
3.2 Impact on Sidescan Intensity Measurements
We assume that sidescan intensity measurements adequate for detetion of Langmuir cir-
culation convergence zones ar obtaable from single pings. Thus, similar to the surface
wave measurements, the problem reduces to "mapping" successive pings with diferent
observation angles to a useful space/tie grid. Zedel and Farer (1991) have used head-
ing inormation to project the sidescan intensity measurements of bubble clouds onto a
composite map. They appear to have used un-averaged or single-ping data in ths analysis,
though ths is not clear in the paper (se pages 8895-8896). However, in order to make the
projection, the motion of the intrent had to be estiated relative to the advectig sur-
fac layer. Th was done with a curnt meter located below the instrent package. As-
suming that on the moorig the x-y movement of the instrent could be measured, the
same procedur could be applied in the proposed instrment. A major difference between
the Zedel-Farer experient and the operation of a similar device below a surface moor-
ing is the angular velocity that might be encountered on the moored instrent. Slow
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changes in heading wi sweep the beam across the bubble field and alow some averaging
as beams ar overlaid in the projection process. There may be litte overlap on a quickly
rotatig platform (moving at the maxum rate of about hal a beamwidth per ping), and
the resultig composite map may be not nearly as good as that attned by Farer's instr-
ment
3.3 Impact on Doppler Measurements for Langmuir Circulation
A velocity varance of about 1 crns is reuied for makg Doppler-range images that wil
show the formation of Langmui circulation (such as in Smith, 1992, figur 7, color plate).
Given the range resolution desired, it is unely that the single-ping varance can be re-
duced much below 8 to 10 crns. Even with 4-bit repeat sequence codes, Smith only claims
single ping varance of 10 crns for his data from SWAPP, and averages 80 pings together
to reduce the varance to about 1 crns. Thus a minmum averaging time, or dwell tie, of
about one minute wil probably be required. Smith's data was taen from Flp, where a 3
degree RMS heading varation was maitaned. On a surace moorig heading varabilty
wil be significantly larger, with a time scale of varation on the order of the dominant sur-
face wave period (i.e. several seonds). Thus, unle the situation for surface waves or si-
descan intensity, the dwell tie requied to make a Langmui circulation measurement is
long compard to the tie scale for varation in heading. We expect that it wil be difficult
to make Doppler measurements accurte enough to detet Lagmuir circulation from an
instrent mounted on a surace moorig without using some sort of heading compensa-tion. '.
Even if the moorig was stable enough to alow one minute averages to be made (say from
a subsurace moorig), over 1500 to 200 pings the instrment heading wi alost cer-
tay change. Ths wil make Doppler images such as those made by Smith difficult to in-
terpret A possible solution for ths parcular problem (slow enough rotation so as to
alow 1 minute averages, yet steady heading changes over 20 or so miutes) is to apply a
projection to the data in order to make a map similar to that done by Zedel and Farer for
sidescan intensity images. Additional investigations wil have to be done, but ths may al-
low successful operation from at least a subsudace moorig.
Zedel and Farer made Doppler measurements with a vertcal sonar and encountered ex-
actly the problem described here (Zedel and Farer, 1991). Their solution was to make
only a "representative average" by combinng similar profies through a conditional aver-
aging scheme. A representative average over many cells (e.g. figure 11 of Zedel and Far-
er) is useful, although not as interesting as being able to distinguish the tie-evolution of
individual cell pattrns as done by Smith. Zedel and Farer matched vertcal velocity pro-
files based on bubble penetration depth, with the latter presumably determined from the
backscattred intensity. A similar intensity-basd averaging scheme could be used to make
a representative average of horizonta velocities from surace-scaning sonar data. How-
ever, it is not clear that ths tehnque wil work as well with a sudace-scaning sonar as it
did for the vertcal sonar.
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3.4 Motion Compensation
There are two ways to compensate for the changes in heading that the system wil observe:
Mechancal sterig and electncal beamformg.
Beamforming is very attactive because it requis no movig par and alows corrctions
and processing to al be done in software. However, the hardware required to ster the
transmit beam and to also ster the receive beams is both complex and power hungry. In
order to steer the transmit beam in the desird look direction each element of the transduc-
er must be drven with a tie-delayed signal. Th requis as many amplifiers and sets of
drve electronics as there ar transducer elements. Whe the constrction of such a system
is not impossible, parcularly since each individual trducer is driven at a lower power
level than a single large element, the tota par count is high. Likewise at the receive side,
each individual element must have a complete analog front-end and its data must also be
digitized and then processed. The tota increas in complexity is at least a factor of 8, and
might be as high as 16 or 32, depending on the desired beam-pattrn and resolution. Thus
ths solution wil not be considered furer here, though it is possible that as size and pow-
er for integrated ciruits decreass ths may become feasible.
A much simpler method would use mechancal sterig. Ths is not complicated, parcu-
larly for a shalow application, and similar mechancal systems are used in scang so-
nars and some mechancal releases. A mechancaly steered trsducer head would be
rotated using a stepper motor with feedback provided by a compass inside the sensor mod-
ule. The requirement is to hold the heading with about thee degrees, which should be
possible, depending on the speed of rotation. A simple control loop is ru by the internal
computer to provide smooth sterig and avoid oscilation of the stepper motor under
cal conditions. Of greatet concern is the power consumption of such a system, and the
noise that it might introduce into the acoustics. Both of these concerns can be taen care of
by only movig the head between pings and maitang the stepper motor drive electron-
ics in a quiescent state otherwis. If the motors only draw curent whie switchig, the to-
ta power consumption of the steerig unt wil be smal Of more concern is the tie
needed to move the head a few degrees. Ths tie must be short in order to keep the pings
as close together as possible.
The mechancal sterig method needs to be investigated in more deta, but it may be the
best way to get around the problems of yaw in the sudace scanng sonar.
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4.0 Electrical And Mechanical Systems
Basd on the work of the predig section an actual implementation is proposed. Th
, implementation is discussed below in deta.
4.1 System Operation
The system wil remai in a low-power state most of the tie, becoming active at sched-
uled intervals. Surace wave periods, tie scales for evolution and decay of Langmuir cir-
culation pattrn, and reuiments for the reduction of Doppler velocity varance indicate
that a desirble samplig strtegy would be approxIately 750 pings (a 5 minute measure-
ment interval) every four hour.
When samplig begins the transmittr pings on al four transducers simultaeously with a
short coded tone burst approxiately 5 msec long. The trsducer is switched from trans-
mit to reeive, and the four-chanel analog front-end fiters, demodulates, amplifies and
digitizes the acoustic return. Storage of the incoming data in signal processor memory is
accomplished in the background with very litte overhead. Durg each collection period
the procesor is workig to reduce the previous ping's data to Doppler estiates at al
range cells on al four beams. Estiation of Doppler velocity is done using the complex
covarance method (Miler and Rochwarger, 1972) which may be effciently implemented
using the auto-correlation fuction. In addition to Doppler estiation the energy in the re-
ceived acoustic retu is processed to yield side scan data Ths amplitude-rage data is
stored for fuer processing into sonogras for visual interpretation. The data is reduced
into a compact form for effcient disk storage.
The Doppler data is accumulated over many pings, for example 5 minutes of sampling at
0.8 seconds each yields 750 Doppler-range measurements on al four chanels. Ths data
is then used to estiate sea surace spectr which is then stored in lieu of the raw Dop-
pler data Depending on experient length some raw data may also be stored. Storage of
raw data is a programmable pareter which may be set by the user prior to deployment
After the collection and processing seuence is complete, the data is stored to disk and the
system retus to a low power state to await the next samplig cycle.
4.2 Doppler Sonar System Description
Components of the system include the side-scan transducers, power amplifier, analog
front-end, digita signal processing (DSP) system and mass storage subsystem for ar-
chiving data
4.2.1 Mecanca Layout and Tranducers
The taget length for the electronics package is approxiately 2 feet, and battries wil oc-
cupy approxiately 5 inches per kiowatt-hour of energy (in the form of lithum DD cells)
in a six inch diameter pressure case. Depending on operational requirments up to 4 feet
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of pressure case for battry storage could be used to obta a battry capacity of about 10
kW-h. Thus, a pressure case sufcient for housing the electronics and the maxum bat-
tery capacity would be about 6 feet long. The system wil be designed for four sidescan
transducers with beams oriented 45 degrees apar in azuth. The dimensions of the side-
scan trsducers for generatig a 1.4 by 24 degree beam ar 2.5 by 1.5 by 13 inches long.
These wil have polyuthane faces and wi be contaed in aluminum housings for oper-
ation with 100 meters of the surace. Housed in a load-bearg, protetive cagefoT de-
ployment in-lie on a moorig, the sonar system would be approxiately 9 feet long by
18 inches wide (Figur 11).
4.2.2 ElectroJUcs Systems
The electrnics systems for the Doppler Sonar include a system controller, digita signal
procesor, analog processing ciruitr as well as dik storage for the data (Figur 12).
Overal system control is maitaed by the CPU, here a minature DOS-based computer
which does al high-level control and coordinate data colltion and processing. The oth-
er subsystems can be shut off in order to save power when they are not being used, the
controller can shut itslf down or go into a very low power state to await the next data col-
lection period. In ths preliinar design the PC-IQ4 form-factor has been selected for the
CPU and the other boards in the system. The size is very compact, only 3.8 by 3.6 inches
and the cards stack together to form a very space-effcient package.
The sonar signal is generated by digita hardwar controlled by the CPU. The phase coded
transmit signal is created from a common clock at the carer freuency that is phase
switched 180 degree accordig to the binar code word. The coded signal is then fed to
the four power amplifiers and side-scan transducers. The power amplifier is designed to be
highly effcient and matched to the digita signals. Effciency is very importt due to the
high power needed to att low-varance Doppler estiates at maximum rage while also
alowig instrment longevity with a liited battry supply.
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Moored Instrument
Side View
Transponder Array
Top View
. Fig 11 Schem dection of th sunac-scag sona confgur for deployment on a moog. A
four-be ttuce aøy and an eleconics mode would be house in a load cage and deloyed in-line
at apprxily 30 m depth on the moog.
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CPU DSP I/O Disk Atttude
Packge
Trasducers
Demod
Demod
Demod
Figu 12 Electronics bloc digr for the Doppler sona. The block labeled Deod contas bandpas
fiterig, tie varg gai and deodulon.
The amplifier card alo conta the TIR network to separate the trmit and reeive sig-
nals. It has one stage of programmable gai for settg the coarse gai range of the device
depending on the backscattr intensity for a parcular sea condition.
The backscattr signal is fed to four identical analog front-ends for demodulation, one for
each trsducer. The signal ar amplified, quadratue demodulated and filtered. Al the
signal ar then digitized by an NO convertr board. Carer, demodulation, and sample
clocks are al derived from a common source to ensure preise frequency and phase
matchig though al portons of the transmit and receive process. The sampled signals are
then passed to the digita signal processor board to compute the sidescan intensity and to
make the velocity estiates.
4.2.3 Data Storage
Long-term storage of data collected and processed by the system is accomplihed using a
stadard SCSI hard disk or optical disk with at least 300 Mbyt capacity. For preliinar
tests and short experients the disk wil be used to store al the raw data, for long-term ex-
perients the sidescan and Doppler inormation wil be stored as well as the wave dire-
tional spectra.
4.2.4 Sensors
In order to detect the motion and atttude of the package tit sensors and a compass ar in-
cluded. Tilt sensors ar used to check the vertcal orientation of the package, and a com-
pass is used to determine absolute direction. A rate gyro is necessar if mechancal
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steerig is done. A gyro is preferred in for use in a servo loop in order to 'lock-on' to a de-
sired heading. A preliminar selection of sensors includes Lucas Accusta incliometers, a
KVH digita output ßuxgate compass, and a Systron-Donner GyroChip angular rate sen-
sor. Al of these units ar relatively low-cost, easy to use and compact
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7.0 Appendix: Matlab Functions
% arraysize.m
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
L. Frei tag WHor, April 3, 1992
computes and plots line array sizes for various beamwidths
and frequencies.
The equation used is:
dim = cl (f bw)
where c is the speed of sound, f is frequency in Hz and bw
is the beamidth in degrees.
A plot is made over the numer of frequencies in input
vector f wi th respect to the values in bw.
function dim = arraysize (f, bw, c)
function dim = arraysize(f,bw,c)
(m, n) =size (bw) ;
C = c*ones (m, n) , ;
for i=l: length (f)
dim ( : , i ) = C. 1 ( f ( i) * bw' * (p i 1 18 0) ) ;
end;
plot (bw, dim, 'w-' ) ;
grid;
for - i=l: length (f)
s=sprintf ( , %2. Of kHz' , f (i) 11000) ;
text (min (bw) ,max(dim(:, i)), s) ;
end;
%text(0.7,0.88, 'Frequency', 'sc');
title ( , Array Size For Different Frequencies & Beamwidths');
xlabel ( , Beam Width (deg)');
ylabel ( , Array Size (m)');
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% backscatter.m L. Freitag
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
WHor, April 3, 1992
computes and plots backscatter strength as a function of
beamwidth and pulse length.
The equation used is:
sstrength = 10 log (bw dR) where dR = O. 5*c*T
where c is the speed of sound, bw is the
beamwidth in degrees and T is the pulse length.
A plot is made over the numer of frequencies in input
vector f wi th respect to the values in bw.
function sstrength = backscatter(bw,T,c)
function sstrength = backscatter(bw,T,c)
(m, n) =size (bw) ;
C = c*ones (m, n) , ;
bwrad= bw*pi/180;
for i=l: length (T)
sstrength(:, i) = 10*log10 (bwrad'. *C*O .5*T(i)) ;
end;
plot (bw, sstrength, 'w-' ) ;
grid;
for i=l: length (T)
s=sprintf ( , %2. Ofmsec' , T (i) *1000) ;
text (min (bw) , min (sstrength (: , i) ) , s) ;
end;
%text (0.7,0.88, , Frequency' , , sc' ) ;
title ( , Backscatter Strength as a Function of Beamidth
and Pulse Length');
xlabel ( , Beam Width (deg)');
ylabel ('Backscatter Strength (dB)');
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% cellsize.m
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
L. Freitag WHor, April 3, 1992
computes and plots width of a cell for various beamwidths
w.r.t range.
The equation used is:
cell_size = 2*R*sin (alpha/2)
where alpha is the beamwidth and R is the range
example: cellsize ( (0.5 1 1.2 1.4 1.6 ),50: 600) ;
function cell_size = cellsize (alpha, R)
function cell_size = cellsize (alpha, R)
for i=l:length(alpha)
cell_size ( : , i) = R'. *2*sin ( (alpha (i) /2) * (pi/180) ) ;
end;
plot (R, cell_size, 'w-' ) ;
grid;
for i=l: length (alpha)
s=sprintf (' %2 .If' , alpha (i)) ;
text (max (R) , max (cell_size ( : , i) ) , s) ;
end;
title ('Cell Width For Different Array Beamwidths');
ylabel ( , Cell Width (m)');
xlabel ( , Range(m) , ) ;
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% directivity.m L. Freitag
%
%
%
%
%
WHO I , July, 1992
computes and plots directivity index for different array
dimensions
Equation is from ITC literature and is an approximation
function di = directivity (xbw,ybw)
function di = directivity (xbw,ybw)
ybwrad = ybw*pi/180;
xbwrad = xbw*pi/180;
for i=l: length (ybw)
di (:, i) = 10*log10 (100*ones (xbw) . /xbw) ,
+ 10*log10 (100/ybw(i)) + 5;
end;
plot (ybw, di, 'w-' ) ;
grid;
for i=l: length (xbw)
s=sprintf (' %2. Of' ,xbw(i)) ;
text (max (ybw) ,min (di (i, : ) ) , s) ;
end;
text (0.7,0.8, 'X Beam Width (deg)',' sc') ;
title ( 'Array Directivity Index for Different X-y
Beamidths ' ) ;
xlabel ( 'y Beam Width (deg)');
ylabel ('Directivity Index (dB)');
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% pathloss.m
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
L .- Frei tag WHO I , April 3, 1992
computes and plots pathloss as a function of frequency
and range. This accounts for spreading and attenuation
The equation used is:
loss = 2*alpha*R + 30*10gR
where alpha is attenuation coef in' db/m
R is one-way range in meters.
A plot is made over 100 to 300 kHz
function loss = pathloss (R)
function loss = pathloss (R)
% attenuation coefs from Smith, 1989 in dB/m
f = (le5 2e5 3e5);
alpha = (0.03 0.06 0.08);
for i=l: length (alpha)
loss (:, i) = 2*alpha (i) *R' + 30*10g10 (R') ;
end;
plot (R, loss, 'w-' ) ;
grid;
for i=l:length(f)
s=sprintf ( '%2. Of kHz , , f (i) /1000) ;
text (max(R) -max(R) /10,max(10ss (:, i)), s);
end;
%text (0. 7 , 0 .88, 'Frequency' , 'sc' ) ;
title (' Total Attenuation and Spreading Losses');
xlabel ( 'Range (m)');
ylabel ('Loss (dB)');
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% powerlife.m
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
L. Frei tag WHOI, April 3, 1992
computes and plots instrument life as a function of the
numer of measurements per day and the numer of pings
per measurement.
This ignores quiescent electronics power over the course
of the exp.
The equation used is:
totalpower = TmIq2Vs + p2VsIpTp
where time is converted accordingly to generate total
watt-hours per measurement
Inputs: Vs one-sided amplifier supply voltage
Ip peak current of amplifier (in amps)
Iq quiescent- current of power amp (in amps)
ntrans numer of transducers
pwidth pulse width (in seconds)
ttime pulse travel time (gvrns rep rate) (sec)
(assumes ducers operate simultaneously)
vector of numer of pings per measurement
vector of numer of measurements per day
total battery power in W-H
power required by DSP & analog electronics
npings
nmeas
totbat
dsppwr
function totalpower = powerlife (Vs, Ip, Iq,ntrans,pwidth,
ttime,npings, nmeas, totbat, dsppwr)
npings = npings';
Tm = npings*ttime/3600 %total measurement time (hrs)
for i=1: length (nmeas)
totalpower(:,i) = nmeas(i) * (Tm*dsppwr+ Tm*2*Vs*Iq+(pwidth*npings*ntrans/3600) *2*Vs*Ip) ;
end;
plot (nmeas , totalpower, , w- , ) ;
grid;
for i=1: length (npings)
s=sprintf ( , %2. Of pings', npings (i) ) ;
text (max (nmeas ) -max (nmeas ) 15, max (totalpower ( i, : ) ) , s) ;
end;
xc = O. 2 ;
yc = 0.85;
yinc = 0.03;
text (0.15,0.88, , System Parameters:' , , sc' ) ;
text (xc, yc, (n~str (ntrans) , Transducers'),' sc' ) ;
text (xc, yc.-yinc,
('+1- , n~str(Vs) , Volts amp supply'),'sc');
text (xc,yc~2*yinc,
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(numstr (Ip) , A peak amp current' J , , sc' ) ;
text (xc,yc-3*yinc,
(numstr(Iq*1000) , mA amp quiescent'),'sc');
text (xc,yc-4*yinc,(numstr (pwidth*1000) , msec pulse width ' J , , sc' ) ;
text (xc,yc-5*yinc,(numstr (ttime) , sec RT travel time' J , , sc' ) ;
text (xc,yc-6*yinc,(numstr(dsppwr) " W Electronics Power'),'sc');
text (xc,yc-7*yinc,
(numstr(totbat) , W-H Battery Capacity'),'sc');
title('Total (Active) System Power (wrt # Pings/Meas.)');
xlabel ('Measurements per Day');
ylabel ( , Power Per Day (W-H)');
pause;
% Based on a given batter life compute inst. life
(m, nJ =size (totalpower) ;
batrnt = totbat *ones (m, n) ;
explife = batrnt. /totalpower;
serilogy(nmeas,explife, 'w-');
grid;
for i=l: length (npings)
s=sprintf ( , %2. Of pings', npings (i) ) ;
text (min (nmeas) , rnx (explife (i, : ) ) , s) ;
end;
xc = O. 5 ;
yc = O. 85 ;
yinc = 0.03;
text (0.45,0.88, , System Parameters:', , sc' ) ;
text (xc,yc, (numstr (ntrans ) 'Transducers'),' sc' ) ;
text (xc, yc-yinc,
('+/- , n~str(Vs) , Volts amp supply'),'sc');
text (xc,yc-2*yinc,(numstr (Ip) , A peak amp current'), , sc' ) ;
text (xc,yc-3*yinc,
(numstr (Iq*1000) , mA amp quiescent'),' sc' ) ;
text (xc,yc-4*yinc,(numstr (pwidth*1000) , msec pulse width '),' sc' ) ;
text (xc,yc-5*yinc,
(n~str(ttime) , sec RT travel time'), 'sc');
text (xc,yc-6*yinc,(numstr (dsppwr) , W Electronics Power'),' sC') ;
text (xc,yc-7*yinc,
(numstr(totbat) , W-H Battery Capacity'),'sc');
title ( , Experiment Life for Fixed Battery Size(w. r. t. # Pings/Meas.)');
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xlabel ('Measurements per Day') i
ylabel ('Experiment Life (days)') i
hold on
%semilogy (nmeas, ones (nmeas) *365, , -w' ) i
hold off
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% velstd.m
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
L. Freitag WHOI, April 3, 1992
computes and plots standard deviation of velocity estimates
for doppler systems. The equation used is:
sig = cl (4 pi f T)
where c is the speed of sound, f is frequency in Hz and
T is the pulse width in seconds.
A plot is made over the numer of frequencies in input
vector f with respect to the values in T.
Revised 5/7/93 to convert time to range resolution and plot
xaxis in meters.
function vstd = velstd (f, T, c)
function vstd = velstd (f, T, c)
for i=l: length (f)
for j=1:1ength(T)
L = 0.5*(c*T(j));
vstd(j, i) = (c*c). I (8*pi*f (i) *L) ;
end;
end;
% axis((min(T*c)
plot ((T*c) 12,vstd, 'w-');
grid;
for i=l: length (f)
s=sprintf ( , %2. Of kHz ' , f (i) 11000) ;
text (min ( (T* c) 12) , max (vs t d ( : , i) ) , s) ;
end;
%text (0. 7 ,0.88, , Frequency' , , sc' ) ;
title('Standard Deviation of Velocity Est. (lower bound)
from Theriault') ;
xlabel ( , Range Resolution (m)');
ylabel ('Velocity std. (m/sec)');
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